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Table 1: Studies evaluating physicians' practices for impact of or conformity with consensus recommendations.
"Consensus means that lots of people say collectively what nobody believes individually" Abba Eban.

INTRODUCTION
The quote from Israeli statesman Abba Eban voices the concern of many about the increasing use of consensus processes to provide an imprimatur for certain practice patterns in medicine. Some critics fear the implications of the consensus process for physician autonomy or innovation. They point to the need to "protect the individual choices of each physician from the potential tyrannical domination of consensus and allow the process of development of new knowledge to continue" (May 1985, 1077). Other critics claim that the methods used may overinterpret the available data and lead to conclusions based on "faith or zeal or alarm" (Ahrens 1985, 1086). Finally there are those who, if correct, can assuage the fear of the former critics because they do not believe that consensus processes effect behavior change in any case, as they are "primarily a dialogue among researchers ... not a guide to action" (Greer 1987, 2740).

Nevertheless, consensus processes as a means of information transfer appear to be here to stay and destined to become even more popular. A recent Directory on Technology Assessment listed nearly 60 organizations in the United States with formal programs establishing hundreds of recommendations for practice and nearly all using some form of consensus in their deliberations (Goodman 1988). Formal consensus development programs now exist in Canada, Britain, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, Holland and France (Institute of Medicine 1990). Although the terms used vary across a spectrum of "consensus development conferences", "task force reports", "appropriateness ratings", "practice parameters or guidelines" or "technology assessment reports", the general theme is to use varying degrees of formality to produce accessible and readily understandable consensus recommendations summarizing the implications of existing research evidence.

The need for such summaries arises from the burgeoning size of the biomedical and social science literature, increasing knowledge of the inadequacy of traditional journal articles as sources for direct adoption decisions (Greer 1988, Williamson et al 1989), evidence from medical practice variations of uncertainty on appropriate clinical policies (Andersen & Mooney 1990), awareness that a significant proportion of care is inappropriately provided (Brook & Lohr 1985, Siu et al 1986), a change in onus from provision of those services with expected benefit to only those with actual benefit (Eddy 1989), demands by third party funding and quality monitoring agents for guidance on and succinct recommendations about appropriate practice (Roper et al 1988), and pressure from the public for increased input to medical and technology decision-making (Andreasen 1988).

Such a variety of catalysts inevitably produces variety among the specific aims, the conduct, and the nature of the output from each of the consensus processes. The target audience may be as narrow as a particular kind of practitioner or researcher (Jacoby 1985, Brook et al
1986); as eclectic as politicians, administrators, clinicians, and planners (Stocking 1985, Callt orp 1988); or, in Denmark, as diffuse as "public participation ... for ensuring the democratic influence on decisions about medical technology" (Andreasen 1988, 308).

Nevertheless, the most common target is the practicing clinician, and the most common aim is to influence her to improve the quality of care provided, even though the influence may sometimes be indirect and through funding or regulatory bodies. This review is largely focused on this more restricted purpose and target of consensus processes.

Even with this restriction, however, numerous alternatives are available and have been tried. In the next section some of the methods for the production of consensus, and the controversies surrounding the choice among them, are reviewed. An early observation in this section is the lack of any recognized standards by which to judge the validity of the approaches to the production of consensus, and an intent of the review is to begin the task of assembling such a set of standards. The task can only be started here because, as yet, research comparing the effectiveness of different group judgement processes on "how best to put medical technologies to use, is not commensurate with the [research] effort and care devoted to developing these technologies" (Institute of Medicine 1985, 135).

In the second section the dissemination and impact of consensus is reviewed with a focus on the apparently false assumption that dissemination is both the necessary and sufficient condition for behavior change. The methods used for dissemination are reviewed, and the 19 studies identified in the literature that evaluate the impact of such dissemination on behavior are critically appraised. This appraisal yields a pessimistic conclusion -- in most cases the words do not translate into action. Some hope is found, however, in reviews of the impact of consensus on cognitive rather than behavioral outcomes, and the potential for combining the output of consensus with more active strategies for implementing changes in clinical practice.

The review concludes with some suggestions from recent work on how to improve the impact of the output from consensus processes and a tentative set of standards by which to judge the validity of different consensus production methods.

Materials for the review were derived from a combination of sources: 1. computerized searches of the U.S. National Library of Medicine data base (MEDLINE) and the Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) for 1980 on, using the search terms "consensus development," "guidelines," "standards," "official policy," "technology assessment," "evaluation studies," "epidemiologic methods," and "research", 2. bibliographies on consensus methodology (Fink et al 1984, Institute of Medicine 1990) and practice guidelines (Physician Payment Review Commission 1989), 3. citations in the articles retrieved, 4. citations provided by colleagues, and 5. personal files accumulated over the past eight years.
THE PRODUCTION OF CONSENSUS
A Framework for Evaluating the Production of Consensus

It is ironic that the standards routinely required of research studies before recognition of them as valid observations, are rarely found in the consensus reports that make the synthesis of such studies popularly available. The systematic and explicit description of the methods used for the various stages in the production of consensus is often partially or wholly missing. Thus, many consensus reports would fail the tests of replicability -- on the basis of the information given could the methods in the exercise be replicated? -- and defensibility -- is the rationale for methodological choices provided?

The method and/or rationale for at least the following choices are desirable:
1. The topic selected
2. The membership of the consensus group
3. The nature and extent of background preparation
4. The inclusion/exclusion criteria for information inputs
5. The type of group process and definition of consensus
6. The criteria for qualification as a recommendation
7. The preparation process and format of the report

By making these choices and rationales explicit the consensus group moves from "simply applying their intuitions and stating their beliefs, to reasoning through a problem step by step, and justifying the conclusions" (Eddy 1989, 3).

There are some existing consensus programs that come close to meeting the rigorous standards of explication and justification described above, even if there are those who argue with the particular choices made by the programs (e.g. Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination 1979, White & Ball 1985, Brook et al 1986). There are many other consensus exercises, however, that fail to make their choices explicit; these are often the "one-off" variety conducted by a disease-specific association or specialty group. Perhaps the most notable of these programs, that has come in for much scrutiny and criticism even from those involved in its organization, is the Consensus Development Conference (CDC) approach of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) (Jacoby 1985).

At the same time, the NIH CDC program has been subject to more systematic evaluations, and consequent modification, than any of its competitors, and has thus spawned much valuable research information on the validity of different approaches to producing consensus (Jacoby & Clark 1986, Markle & Chubin 1987, Wortman et al 1988, Kanouse et al 1989). Similarly, derivative CDC programs have also been evaluated in other countries such as Sweden (Calltorp 1988, Johnsson 1988), Holland (Casperie et al 1987, van Everdingen et al 1989), or Canada (Lomas et al 1988, Lomas et al 1989). There have even been cross-cultural comparisons of the processes and their outcomes (Rogers et al 1982, Brook et al 1988).
In the following sections the results of these and other evaluations are used to review the explicit methodological and "political" choices that have to be made for a consensus exercise aimed at translating biomedical research into practical advice and recommendations to clinical audiences.

Selecting a Topic
The topic can either be disease based e.g. prevention and treatment of breast cancer, or procedure based e.g. mammography (Physician Payment Review Commission 1989). In the former the focus is largely on the appropriate use of all the alternatives for alleviating a particular burden of ill health, whereas in the latter the focus is on the particular indications for which an intervention should be used, and is what is generally captured by the term technology assessment. Each focus brings particular advantages and disadvantages.

With disease based topics it is generally easier to maintain the focus of the exercise on the objective of improved patient or population health. Nevertheless, the task is more complex, necessitating evaluation of the relative worth of different technologies for the same disease and raising the question of which criteria are most appropriate for such comparisons. For instance, how do you weigh the factors of cost, convenience, effectiveness, labeling and preference (patients' and providers') in comparing breast self-examination to mammography to dietary and reproductive behavior changes to lumpectomy in reducing the morbidity and mortality from breast cancer?

Focus on a specific technology may simplify the task, but it also leads to the danger that considerations of technical capabilities may override the criterion of actual health benefits. Should the threshold for routine screening be lowered to an age group at lower risk just because mammography now uses much reduced levels of radiation? Furthermore, the problem of timing is acute in technology assessments. If a new technology is appraised too soon there will not be an adequate base of scientific knowledge; if appraised too late, the technology will already have diffused across the system (Feeny et al 1986). Many argued that NIH's 1984 CDC on lowering blood cholesterol to prevent heart disease was undertaken too early, with subsequent research making their recommendations highly suspect (Ahrens 1985, Kolata 1985, Marmot 1986). In contrast, the NIH's 1979 CDC on surgery for primary breast cancer was clearly too late as the principal change it recommended had already taken place (Kanouse et al 1989).

Insofar as the target audience for the output of the consensus exercise is the practicing clinician in the area under study, then diagnostic and surgical specialties may find procedure based topics most relevant, while medical and public health professionals may have greater interest in disease (or at least health problem) based topics.

Even after the type of topic has been decided upon and justified, the topic area has to be specified. A number of programs outline general criteria used to assist them in setting priorities across competing topics. These usually include at least the following three
general principles: important (on frequency, burden of morbidity/mortality, or resource-consumption grounds), reasonable base of existing scientific knowledge on effectiveness of intervention or alternatives, and resolvable on the basis of more than personal opinion and values (see, for instance, Office of Medical Applications of Research n.d., White and Ball 1985, Battista and Fletcher 1988). While these are not unreasonable as part of the criteria for topic selection, their focus is almost exclusively on the state of science in the potential topic area, and not on the state of practice. This omission has been noted in the context of the potential objective to alter practice patterns (Lomas 1986, Kosecoff et al 1987, Andreasons 1988, Perry 1987, Kanouse et al 1989). An appraisal of existing practice provides information on both the extent (or even existence) of a problem, and the nature of any changes that might be indicated. Such information is an important part of any decision on whether a consensus on a particular topic is actually needed -- either because variations in practice demonstrate uncertainty as to what is appropriate, or because practice is uniformly not congruent with the message from current research evidence (Lomas 1986).

Consensus Group Membership
Three distinct types of consensus group membership emerge from a review of past exercises. Interestingly coronary artery bypass surgery has been subjected to each of the types. First, by both the Rand Corporation and a Canadian variant of the Rand approach with a group composed exclusively of experts on the specific clinical area under consideration -- cardiovascular surgeons and related specialists (Brook et al 1986, Naylor et al 1990). Second, a NIH CPG panel with experts in both the clinical and related scientific aspects of the topic -- clinicians plus lawyer, epidemiologist, economist and "expert consumer" (Rahimtoola 1981). Third, a non-expert or independent panel in the U.K. King's Fund conference including administrators, and laymen alongside providers from a variety of specialty and disciplinary backgrounds (Stocking 1985).

These three panel types -- clinical experts, scientific experts, and non-experts -- reflect the chosen focus and target audience of the consensus exercise. In the case of clinical expert panels the focus is almost entirely on the safety and effectiveness issues and the target audience the specialty physicians actually engaged in providing the care. Scientific expert panels have a broader mandate in considering such additional issues as ethics, economics or future research needs, and target an expanded audience of clinicians, scientists, and administrators. Finally the non-expert panels are less concerned with resolution of conflict and more with "broadening the debate among a wide range of professionals in health care and with the public about medical technologies" (Stocking 1985, 713). The panel type is also influenced by the sponsor of the exercise, with medical specialty society panels tending toward the clinical expert variety, research council and university-based organizers favouring the scientific expert panel, and
public foundations or directly government-sponsored panels being more likely to be non-expert.

Given an objective of influencing the practice of providers in the area under study one concern in panel membership is that it be credible to this target audience. The difficulty of satisfying all potential audiences is illustrated by the results of one survey done in conjunction with the above King's Fund conference on coronary artery surgery. In answer to the question of whether the panel and the proceedings were biased too strongly by the cardiac medical specialties only 24 percent of the cardiac specialists surveyed replied yes, compared to 89 percent of community medicine specialists. This may have reflected the fact that those with a public health perspective are more favourably disposed to disease rather than procedure based topics; indeed, the community medicine specialists in general felt that the topic "was not presented in the whole context of the prevention and treatment of coronary heart disease" (Stocking 1985, 714). Nevertheless, the target audience for the actual performance of coronary surgery -- cardiac specialists -- was appropriately convinced by the credibility of the panel. Again, the attitudes of the intended audience may be the most appropriate criterion to judge whether credibility was achieved. Had the topic been the prevention and treatment of coronary heart disease, then a panel and process less focussed on cardiac specialists and more on public health personnel would likely have been more appropriate and credible to the intended audience.

Many consensus panels concentrate membership among academics rather than community-based practitioners. Although this satisfies the apparent role of the consensus process in synthesizing research information, it potentially comes into conflict with the aim of being credible to a community practitioner audience. In other survey work significant resistance was found among community practitioners to "ivory tower" medicine as espoused by academic consensus panels (Greer 1988, Lomas & Haynes 1988). There is no obvious balance between these potentially competing demands on consensus group membership, but if identification with and credibility of recommendations is desired for community practitioners it appears to be advisable to at least ensure visible representation of their viewpoint.

Indeed, consensus group membership has inherent a number of tensions between the appeal of the panelists to the intended audience and the skills that the panel requires to adequately consider relevant viewpoints and appraise scientific evidence. Increasingly, however, there is recognition of the need to include at least an epidemiologist to bring both a public health perspective and methodological skills to the process (Kanouse et al 1989), and sometimes an economist to evaluate opportunity costs and resource allocation matters (Stocking 1985, Calltorp 1988).

Finally, an ongoing debate surrounding the NIH CDC program concerns whether panelists can feasibly be expected to meet the "science court" and "judicial jury" requirement (Mullan and Jacoby 1985) of not having strongly held pre-existing views on the topic under
consideration. This is more of a concern for the expert than the non-expert type of panel, given the likelihood that both expertise and opinions flow from involvement. The social psychology literature warns of the biasing potential of strongly held pre-existing views (Lord et al 1979), but other evidence suggests that when the methodologic quality of the evidence is stressed as the criterion for decision-making such pre-existing views can be appropriately altered by the consensus process (Lomas et al 1988). Some have argued that at least the panel chairman should be neutral toward the topic (Jennett 1985).

Overall, prior consensus exercises have not been very explicit about the criteria used to select topics and/or members of the consensus group; and any criteria that do exist have often not been carefully related to the objectives of the exercise and the target audience. Wortman and his colleagues, after evaluating one consensus program, pointed out that the absence of clear criteria and procedures leads to "the potential for selection bias in the choice of conference topics, questions and participants [which] poses a set of related problems that can undermine the credibility of the CD [consensus development] process" (Wortman et al 1988, 490). They point out that formalization of these selection processes can reduce the problems, and suggest the use of the Delphi method (Dalkey 1969) with relevant medical schools, researchers, and associations to "rapidly produce a list of questions, panelists, speakers and relevant research literature in two or three rounds of mailed questionnaires" (Wortman et al 1988, 491). Whether such a formal process is used or not, it is clearly advisable at least to describe the criteria and procedures used in selecting topics and participants, if only to be clear oneself that they relate directly to the objectives of the consensus exercise.

Background Preparation
The three broad areas of potential preparation for the panel are the state of science for the topic, the state of practice in the area, and the ground rules for operation of the group process.

Some consensus processes have provided none of this background, preferring to rely on the existing knowledge of a clinical expert panel (e.g. Joint National Committee on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure 1977, Eichhorn 1986, Ford et al 1987). Nevertheless the majority provide at least a bibliography of relevant literature for the state of science, if not an actual synthesis or summary. The most comprehensive exercises appear to favour organization of a synthesis around the methodological quality of the various studies of interest (e.g. Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination 1979, White & Ball 1985, Brook et al 1986, Panel of the National Consensus Conference on Aspects of Cesarean Birth 1986). This has the advantage of orienting the panel away from clinical opinion and toward methodologically sound evidence, when it is available, as the adjudicator of controversy.

The importance of this state of the science background preparation was described by one former director of the NIH CDCs when
bemoaning its sporadic availability for some 30 previous topics covered by his program: "On the occasions when such a synthesis was prepared by the staff and accepted by the panel, evidence was well integrated into both the deliberations and the consensus statement ... When a data synthesis was unavailable or was not used ... the difficulty of coping was exacerbated. Probably as a result, some consensus statements show evidence of influence by panelists' assertions of common sense or knowledge of acceptable practices, without having been explicitly stated" (Jacoby 1988, 3039).

The infrequent use but high value of background input on the state of practice has already been described. In the context of panel preparation the value of this type of information is in its ability to correct any "imbalance between the nature of the panel's task and the information it has available for accomplishing the task. ... The consensus panel is supposed to translate biomedical research findings into clinically meaningful recommendations. To do its job well, the panel should be well-informed about both the current state of science and the current state of practice" (Kanouse et al 1989, 242). If such background preparation had been included in a number of previous consensus processes it may have saved time and effort by preventing mere "codification" recommendations that reflected practice patterns that were apparently already fully diffused and in place (e.g. Kosecoff et al 1987, Hill et al 1988).

In countries where accessible data bases on practice patterns are routinely collected, such as Canada (Bunker et al 1985), the requirement can be met relatively easily. In countries such as the United States, where access to such data is more problematic, it has been suggested that specific surveys can be performed, or even a routine collection can be established using a panel of "Nielsen hospitals" (similar to the monitoring of families for television viewing patterns) (Kanouse et al 1989).

Information Inputs
In addition to background reviews prior to deliberations there is the question of the source and nature of information inputs during deliberations. The source, and to some extent the nature, of these inputs appear to interact with how cloistered or how public is the conduct of the consensus process. At one end of the continuum are the most cloistered of the clinical expert panels, operating behind closed doors and considering little besides the published literature and their own views on safety and effectiveness (e.g. Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination 1979, Brook et al 1986). At the other end are the highly public forums, common in Scandinavian countries (Vang 1986, Andreasen 1988), soliciting both information and views from a wide variety of sources -- the general public, administrators, politicians, patients, researchers, and care-givers -- on numerous aspects of the topic.

These differences reflect, in part, the extent to which some processes aim at restricting deliberations to the results of
experimental research and others wish to synthesize values and other "normative" components with the "objective research". Some argue that the former is not a valid approach because even the research information is not value-free; the choice of a more public process that takes "part of its format from a societal instrument, the jury/court, which deals with moral values, means the format provides a strong impetus to evaluate health technology from societal viewpoints rather than from that of scientific evidence" (Vang 1986, 67).  

In this way the choice of narrow inclusion criteria for information inputs by the cloistered exercises can be seen as the equivalent of the researcher's ceteris paribus -- by excluding the overtly normative issues (ethics, economics, patient preferences) and their sponsoring sources (social scientists, economists, the public), control is better maintained over the outcome of the safety and effectiveness variables of interest. The exercise is more easily perceived as an objective one, even if less relevant to the world in which the decisions are actually being made.

The degree of relevance to public, or at least non-clinician, viewpoints is nevertheless central to many of the consensus programs that have so far been designed. It is probably no coincidence that perhaps the most publicly oriented of all consensus programs, the Danish process, chose early detection of breast cancer in 1983 for its first exercise because "this was primarily a public-interest issue: potentially it had a preventive impact, it certainly dealt with health care costs, but there was little basic scientific information available to answer the questions it raised, since controlled clinical trials had not yet been finalized at the time of the meeting" (Vang 1986, 71).

For such public health topics, with ethical issues around screening and allocation, the importance of obtaining information inputs on values, to integrate with clinical science, may be greater than in some of the more restricted clinical areas where the demonstrations of benefit and cost-benefit may be relatively black and white. In particular the central nature of patient preferences in determining many public health treatment or screening decisions is not easily taken into account by methods that ignore the importance of

---

1 Some of the difficulties encountered by the NIH CDC program might be attributable to their ambiguity on this issue. On the one hand they restrict consideration to matters of safety and efficacy, but on the other hand they use a very open format allowing for input from numerous sources including the general public (Wortman et al 1988).
values, or at least patient utilities (Eddy 1989). A number of consensus exercises have, largely unsuccessfully, tried to incorporate this element using formal medical decision-making models (Pauker 1986, Klazinga et al 1987). Similar attempts to incorporate economic evaluations as inputs to consensus processes have met with somewhat more success (Williams 1985).

The concern expressed by many has been the "need for a more general technology to allow for the assimilation of a much wider variety of evidentiary material, including expert opinions, biological theories and supporting laboratory data, and evaluations of component pieces of the overall practice under review" (Lane 1988, 69). Some methodologies aimed at a relatively objective assimilation of disparate types of evidence are, however, being developed. There are, for instance, variations on meta-analysis (Sacks et al 1987), Bayesian meta-modeling (Lane 1988), and even a science of designing practice policies (Eddy 1989). With the increasing popularity of evidence synthesis, more innovation is to be expected.

The actual format of the information inputs does not appear to be crucial, although a number of surveys of panelists, speakers and audiences do suggest that the use of "witnesses" giving oral presentations, and engaging in debate of "testimony", is preferred to impersonal written submissions, at least from the perspective of the actual participants (Stocking 1985, Calltorp 1988, Johnsson 1988). One survey found that those exposed to such presentations and debate were the most likely to have taken actions based on the consensus report (Johnsson 1988).

Type of Group Judgement Process
As described above, there are a number of formal methodologies under development for the kind of synthesis and integration demanded in consensus processes. These, however, are largely related to marshalling the appropriate information inputs into a manageable format for consideration by the consensus group. The ground rules for the interactions among participants, and for actually defining a consensus, require a separate process. A number of excellent reviews of group judgement processes already exist (e.g. Delbecq et al 1975, Claser 1980, Fink et al 1984, Institute of Medicine 1985, Moore 1986). Much has also been written about the science court approach (Task Force of the Presidential Advisory Group on Anticipated Advances in Science and Technology 1976) and the NIHs CDC variant involving elements of judicial process, scientific conference and the town hall meeting (Mullan & Jacoby 1985). Most, if not all, address three components -- how to generate a common focus in a group, what criteria to use to resolve controversy, and how to define consensus.

Generating and defining a common focus can obviously be helped by the provision of comprehensive background materials, as well as an opportunity for group members to have input to the chosen focus. The two major methods, however, have been the formulation of a small number of specific questions, the answers to which form the actual consensus
(Office of Medical Applications of Research 1983), or the development of a comprehensive set of scenarios for rating and/or discussion of appropriate intervention strategies by the group (Brook et al 1985, Park et al 1986, Naylor et al 1990).

The approach of formulating questions is most amenable to processes that have face-to-face contact among group members. Although there has been no validation of the practice, it is generally accepted that no more than four to six questions should be posed to a group, and that they should be amenable to concrete and unambiguous answers (Kahan et al 1988).

Constructing scenarios for rating is most valuable when a procedure based topic is under consideration, and when the main concern is safety and effectiveness. This is because disease based topics make it much more difficult to comprehensively describe all potential clinical situations, and it is even more difficult to integrate the economic, ethical or other social factors into the scenarios. Some have taken the approach of constructing representative rather than comprehensive scenarios to overcome this difficulty, but this counteracts its potential advantage of being done by mail -- in a manner similar to Delphi techniques (Dalkey 1969) -- because the group must come together to "fill the gaps" left by the representative scenarios. This hybrid approach can, nevertheless, be valuable wherein the scenarios generate a common focus and identify ahead of time the areas of agreement and disagreement between panelists; the focus can then be on initial disagreements in a face-to-face meeting using time more efficiently to address contentious areas in the form of pre-formulated questions (Lomas et al 1988).

Defining the criteria for resolution of conflict is perhaps the most difficult part of any group process. Most exercises have not made their criteria explicit, although a number have pointed to the importance of the role of the chairman in ensuring smooth operation of this aspect of group process (Jennett 1985, Institute of Medicine 1985, Wortman et al 1988). Implicit in the operation of a number of panels has been a hierarchy of criteria that placed controlled trial research above other less methodologically stringent research evidence which, in turn, is valued more highly than clinical experience or personal opinion. In this light evidence and opinion criteria are less in competition and more complementary -- when evidence is available it is the preeminent determinant, when it is not, the credibility and experience of the various proponents of differing opinions will determine resolution. The ability of research evidence rather than personal opinion to better resolve disagreements among group members has been demonstrated in the literature (Merrick et al 1987, Lomas et al 1988). In one exercise, when the above hierarchy of criteria was made explicit, disagreements among panelists prior to deliberations were resolved by the consensus process for 71 percent of situations where research evidence existed but for only 24 percent when no research was available (Lomas et al 1988).
Related to the criteria for resolving disagreement is the mechanism used to define consensus. This may be quantitative or qualitative. If quantitative, then less concern has to be taken about being explicit regarding the resolving criteria (and less discretion is left in the hands of the group's chairman), but the danger is that the basis for the consensus may be left unclear. A number of investigators have explored the properties of different quantitative definitions of consensus in the context of the ratings done on the type of scenarios described above (Brook et al 1986, Naylor et al 1990). No clear guidelines independent of the purposes of the consensus exercise have emerged, other than the relatively obvious conclusion that the stricter the criteria the more difficult it is to arrive at consensus. One author has arbitrarily proposed that "if agreement from at least two thirds of the participants can be reached ... consensus is established" (Fink et al 1984).

Although much has been written describing alternative group judgement methods, surprisingly little research has been done relating chosen options to the outcomes of such exercises. Hence there is little information to assist prospective convenors of consensus processes in choosing among the alternative approaches for encouraging a common focus, defining criteria for conflict resolution, and defining consensus. The major need in this area may now be for more systematic assessments of the various methods when they are used under different consensus circumstances. Presently "although we do quite well at assembling experts, we often provide them with inadequate, largely untested means for drawing upon their expertise and for organizing and weighing the evidence" (Institute of Medicine 1985, 135).

Criteria for Qualification as a Recommendation
Following an exhaustive evaluation of the NIH's CDC program Kanouse and his colleagues concluded that "the purposes of the program are better served if the panel approaches its task by asking, "What meaningful guidance can we give to clinicians based on the current scientific evidence?" rather than "What definitive recommendations will the biomedical literature support?"") (Kanouse et al 1989, 243). Herein lies probably the single most contentious issue in the debates surrounding choice of consensus approach: whether the purpose of recommendations from consensus processes is to establish the best possible guidance for clinical care even in the face of imperfect or incomplete evidence, or whether it is to promulgate science based only on watertight conclusions derived from methodologically incontestable studies.

The latter approach places great (some say total) reliance on the randomized controlled trial (RCT). It has been the approach favoured by both the Canadian and the American Task Forces on the Periodic Health Examination, and by a number of epidemiologically based consensus conferences restricted to the safety and effectiveness of defined clinical interventions (e.g. National Heart Lung and Blood Institute 1982, Logan 1984, Sackett 1986). When the purpose of the exercise is entirely science related e.g. establishing future research requirements,
the stringency of such a criterion is clearly appropriate.

For the development of practice guidance, however, there are at least three problems with relying so strictly on randomized controlled trial evidence as the only justification for a recommendation. First it significantly limits the areas of clinical practice in which consensus recommendations can be made. For instance, studies of causation in occupational health would obviously be unethical when using a RCT. For many preventive medicine and public health issues the length of time between a preventive intervention and its potential outcome is so long as to make RCTs infeasible (Battista & Fletcher 1988).

Second, RCTs alone are largely unable to take account of economic, ethical or other social considerations. Thus, for example, a highly effective but extremely expensive drug may not warrant recommendation given the opportunity cost of its use -- precisely the debate in the recent case of tissue plasminogen activator versus streptokinase for thrombolysis.

Third, negative recommendations are sometimes appropriate because of diffusion that is too fast or because of potential over-diffusion of management options or technologies e.g. "the use of cesarean section is not indicated for women with an uncomplicated previous cesarean section". Indeed, a major impetus for NIHs CDC program was the perception of Congress that there was widespread use of many technologies "without sufficient information about their health benefits, clinical risks, cost effectiveness, and societal side effects" (Richmond 1978). In this case failing to provide a negative recommendation because of the absence of RCT evidence is placing the onus of proof on those trying to prevent unproven interventions from diffusing into practice.

Nevertheless, for strictly clinical effectiveness issues there is little doubt that reliance on methodologies other than the RCT, where it is feasible, can be severely misleading. Recalled experience of clinicians is a notoriously unreliable source of accurate effectiveness estimates. Such estimates tend to be overly optimistic for reasons such as recall bias, regression toward the mean, and placebo effects (Eddy 1982, Sacket 1986). Therefore even if the purpose of the consensus exercise is clearly to provide guidance for practice, and not the strict promulgation of science, accurate guidance still requires a distinction between those recommendations supported by RCTs, and those supported by evidence of less certainty.

A number of systems have been proposed for such grading of recommendations (Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination 1979, Sacket 1986, Eddy 1989). One of the simplest is one in which the term "recommendation" is reserved for when there is a high level of certainty because of support from methodologically sound studies, and some lesser term such as "guideline" or "suggestion" is used for situations supported by less certain forms of evidence (Lomas et al 1988). The particular grading system chosen is less important than the explicit recognition that different grades of recommendation do exist, based on the methodologic quality of the supporting evidence (Jacob}
1988). Thus consensus groups need not be prevented from producing conclusions that rely largely upon their experience or their interpretation of ethical and social considerations, although it is advisable that they be clearly differentiated as "informed opinions" rather than given the imprimatur of "proven science".

**Report Preparation and Format**

Who prepares a report can vary from a single professional writer, through planning secretariat, to panel chairman, and on to joint efforts of the entire consensus group. The importance of making the report readily understandable and accessible has given rise to a number of recommendations that a professional writer should at least be involved in drafting the final wording of reports (Jacoby 1985, Wortman et al 1988, Kanouse et al 1989).

The time taken over report preparation has been the subject of much greater debate. On the one hand there is a desire to put panels under some time pressure to increase their motivations for consensus, use the limited time of experts most efficiently, and capitalize on the attention generated by the group process of evidence consideration (if it has been public). This has resulted in one strategy that has the consensus group drafting and finalizing the report over a period of 24 to 48 hours (Jacoby 1985). The approach has come in for much criticism because it leads to "lowest common denominator" recommendations on particularly difficult and controversial issues (Wortman et al 1988), or "is bound to lead to hurried conclusions" (Oliver 1985, 1088).

On the other hand lengthy iterative processes have been used allowing for careful consideration of complex issues, but procedurally (it is argued) this is cumbersome, time-consuming and expensive, and fails to make maximum and efficient use of all the expert skills convened at one time for the consensus group.

These approaches are not, however, mutually exclusive. They can be combined to try and obtain the best of both worlds and maximize the amount of input to the final product. After preparation of an initial draft under time pressure, circulation and feedback is undertaken, followed by final drafting some weeks or months later (Oliver 1985, Lomas 1986, Perry, 1987).

The format of reports that have been perceived as high quality and/or particularly influential has been the subject of two evaluations (Wortman et al 1982, Kahan et al 1988). Conclusions from both are similar and not surprising in suggesting formats for consensus statements that 1. recommend concrete specific actions; 2. differentiate patients into subclasses when appropriate; and 3. offer didactic advice to the clinician on precise techniques that should be used" (Kanouse et al 1989, 26).

These suggestions obviously presume that the objective of the consensus exercise is to give guidance to clinical practice. Thus, they reflect the finding from other surveys that physicians desire "easy-to-read, short, authoritative articles giving the best medical judgement on the value and limitations of new scientific works" (Korme 1978, quoted
in Wortman et al 1988). In one recent survey of physicians' information preferences only about one third wished to receive information in "complete form (with evidence)", whereas the other two thirds preferred it in "summary form (with references)". In the same survey almost 100 percent had a preference for clinically rather than research oriented information. Nevertheless, about 60 percent believed that reports in professional medical journals were very important in first hearing about or deciding to use a new procedure (Kanouse et al 1989).

A credible and potentially influential format is, therefore, one that clearly demonstrates that a scholarly process has been carefully followed in the development of the consensus, but presents the guidance in a non-scholarly and easy-to-read format, preferably with references appended (Perry 1987) and estimates of expected outcomes if recommendations are followed (Institute of Medicine 1985, Eddy 1989). Finally, the future validation and development of consensus methodology can best be advanced by having within the report explicit descriptions of the procedures employed and choices made for each of the seven methodologic areas described in this section on the production of consensus. Without such descriptions it is difficult to accurately judge the scholarly credibility of the consensus produced by an exercise.

THE DISSEMINATION AND IMPACT OF CONSENSUS

Models of Diffusion

Words, whether credible or not, rarely flow automatically into action. Recommendations must be disseminated in ways that provide incentives for such action or, those to whom the words are directed must be remarkably receptive to, and already prepared to act on, the message.

Unfortunately, traditional diffusion models, which appear to have been the guide for the dissemination strategies of most previous consensus exercises, "have perhaps placed too much faith in the model of the rational, information-seeking, and probabilistic practitioner, expecting the mere availability of new information to lead to changes in his or her clinical policies" (Tomas & Haynes 1988, 90). This model of the practitioner has been called into question by a number of recent reviews which point out that research information (synthesized or otherwise) is only one of a number of determinants of the policies adopted by practitioners.

This more recent work stresses the interaction between characteristics of the receiver, the source, the message and the channel of the information, with the implication that publication without regard for such interactions is a very weak form of dissemination (Asch & Lowe 1984, Winkler et al 1985). Furthermore, the process of behavior change is viewed as requiring a set of stages starting with predisposing or priming activities to trigger consideration of change, followed by enabling strategies to motivate and facilitate change, and concluding with reinforcing activities to sustain the change (Geertsema et al 1982, Fowkes & Roberts 1984, Green & Eriksen 1988, Greer 1988, Kanouse & Jacoby 1988). Thus dissemination should be directed not only at
increasing awareness but also at producing impacts on attitudes, knowledge and, finally, behavior.

Dissemination Strategies

This more recent conception of practitioner behavior change has not, however, been reflected well in the dissemination strategies of most consensus exercises. The overwhelming strategy has been mere publication, sometimes distributed in booklet form, sometimes in specialty journals, but most often in general medical journals. Some of the more high profile programs also rely on the popular press and media for short-term dissemination by holding press conferences. The quality of this reporting, when assessed, has been judged as largely factual and balanced (Winkler et al 1986).

Multiple sources are identified by practitioners for where they obtained their awareness of a consensus statement. The three most frequently cited potential sources were professional medical journals (50 percent), printed materials such as booklets (30 percent), and the popular press (25 percent) (Kanouse et al 1989, Lomas et al 1989). However, awareness of consensus statements among the entire relevant population of practitioners has been very variable, sometimes as low as 20 percent (cardiac surgery: Kanouse et al 1989), other times as high as 90 - 95 percent (obstetricians: Lomas et al 1989, Swedish physicians: Johnsson 1988), but most usually in the 30 - 60 percent range (Hill et al 1988, Kanouse et al 1989, Fowler et al 1989, Abelson and Lomas 1990). For any specific statement it would appear that specialists are more likely to be aware of the recommendations than are general or family practitioners (Johnsson 1988, Kanouse et al 1989).

Direct mailing of printed versions of the statement to the relevant practitioner population do appear able to increase levels of awareness, but even then awareness attributable to this source does not seem to exceed about 40 percent (Jacoby & Clark 1986, Lomas et al 1989). This level of awareness can, however, be significantly increased by making the mailed materials visually attractive and/or "staging" their delivery to the practitioner by dividing them into bite-sized chunks of information (Avorn & Soumerai 1983, Evans et al 1986, Fowler et al 1989). Unfortunately, as discussed below, even this high level of awareness may not be reflected in a consequent change in behavior.

The Impact of Dissemination

Methodologically it is not easy to do definitive evaluations of the impact of consensus exercises. By their nature they are widely disseminated, making control groups impossible because of the difficulty of insulating an experimentally defined portion of the relevant practitioners from exposure to the consensus. One possibility is to evaluate impact separately for those aware and those not aware of a particular consensus. Such evaluations have produced conflicting results. Sometimes those aware of the consensus were more likely to have made recent changes that conform to the recommendations (Kanouse et

The difficulty with this approach, however, is that the assessment is not representative of the target population of relevant practitioners. This is because the likelihood of awareness is correlated with other practitioner variables, such as degree of participation in continuing medical education or journal reading habits (Kanouse et al 1989), which might equally well explain their greater propensity to change. Furthermore, the low levels of awareness for some consensus recommendations makes such an analysis of little relevance.

Thus evaluations of impact in the entire relevant population require the use of representative chart reviews, analysis of administrative data, or surveys of self-reported behavior. The strongest conclusions about impact can be drawn from those studies using actual practice data, rather than self report, and taking measurements both before and after the consensus (preferably with a time series to account for pre-existing trends in behavior). Weaker cross sectional designs can provide impact information only if they require self-reported recall of prior behavior -- an unreliable source of measurement. Such cross-sectional designs can, however, provide an estimate of the degree of conformity of practice with the consensus recommendations at a point in time. If the point in time is subsequent to dissemination of a consensus, then this provides a measure of how far the recommendations are falling short in achieving their goal, even if the degree of conformity is unrelated to impacts from the consensus.

Table 1 presents a summary of evaluations since 1980 that provide information on either the impact of consensus recommendations on practice behavior or the percent conformity with recommendations. Studies were identified from the sources described earlier, and were included if they measured impact on physician behavior, defined the consensus exercise from which recommendations were drawn, and provided enough description to adequately define the methods used. Nineteen studies met these criteria, and are divided according to whether they used actual practice data or self reports of behavior. 1

In the ten instances where impact was measured using actual practice data, six found no impact, two found a minor impact and two a major impact. Interestingly, three of the four studies showing any impact were from Europe (Fowkes & Roberts - U.K., van Everdingen et al 1988, 1989 - Holland), but all six of the studies finding no impact were from North America. In the eight instances where an estimate of percent conformity with recommendations was possible it was less than two thirds of potential for all but one. The one instance was again one of the

---

1 Two studies, McPhee et al 1986 and Lomas et al 1989, are reported twice because they used both actual practice data and physician self-report.
Dutch studies, done in a highly circumscribed practice area (reporting of Breslow thickness for the diagnosis of cutaneous melanoma), and was at a preconsensus conformity level of 83 percent already.

The self report studies are a less reliable indicator of impact. For instance, in the one study where both types of data were available the percent conformity from the actual practice measure was less than half that of the self reported estimate (27 percent versus 63 percent) (McPhee et al 1986). Nevertheless, even among these studies, where impact is likely overestimated, only one of a possible four shows a major impact of the consensus on practice (another Dutch study), and percent conformity in the five studies with this measure is still well below 100 percent in all cases.

These evaluations suggest that, in North America at least, most consensus recommendations have little impact on the behavior of the practitioners at which they are targeted, and leave actual practice far short of what is recommended. The topic areas covered vary from preventive and public health issues through medical diagnosis and therapy to surgery, but no major differences are discernible by topic area. Given the relatively passive dissemination strategies used by most of these consensus exercises the results are, perhaps, not surprising.

In the light of the earlier discussion of the newer models of information diffusion and behavior change, the most that might be expected is that the consensus recommendations act as a trigger for physicians to become predisposed toward change, even if they fail to motivate or enable the actual change to occur. There is, in fact, some evidence to support this view of consensus recommendations as "catalysts for consideration of change" from assessments of attitudes toward them and of the changes in attitude that they bring about. In one survey over 90 percent of respondents considered consensus recommendations to be usually or sometimes "realistic for clinical practice" (Kanouae et al 1989); and in another nearly 90 percent of the relevant specialists (obstetricians) fully agreed with the recommendations of a consensus on cesarean birth, and one third claimed to have changed practice, even though validating data showed that they were not in fact translating it into action (Lomas et al 1989).

This being the case, the future value of consensus exercises may well be in "softening up" practitioners to be receptive to more active strategies for implementing the recommendations from the process. On the basis of reviews elsewhere, it would appear that the most successful of such behavior change strategies operate at a more local level, and with more careful targeting, than is feasible with a national or regional consensus exercise (Eisenberg 1986, Schroeder 1987, Lomas & Haynes 1988). There is, however, some indication that this "symbiotic" relationship with active strategies that enable and reinforce behavior change may be a potentially fruitful future role for consensus exercises and the recommendations they produce (Fowkes & Roberts 1984, Lomas 1989).
SUMMARY
When existing evaluations find little or no evidence of words in consensus recommendations leading to action in physicians' practices, one can justifiably ask why so much of this review was dedicated to analyzing alternative ways of producing such "words without action". There are, however, at least two reasons why the production of consensus recommendations should be done with care and attention to validity.

First, recommendations do sometimes have an impact on behaviour as a consequence of mere dissemination activity -- the Dutch program, for instance, appears to have been more successful than most. This may be when the target audience is already particularly receptive to change, the message is timely, and it is delivered by a credible source in a clinically relevant way. Thus, although "such a conjunction of favourable conditions is probably the exception rather than the rule for consensus topics" (Kanouse et al 1989, 240), it does happen.

Second, the output from consensus processes is increasingly a potential input to other processes. Consensus recommendations can be, and are being, used as the criteria for evaluation and appraisal aimed at changing practice behaviour, making administrative decisions on resource allocation, or defining research protocols. For instance, quality assurance activities such as peer assessment, practitioner certification, or utilization review are actively seeking criteria with which to make judgements and elicit changes in practice to improve the quality of care. Funding agencies are looking for information to help in making reimbursement, capital expenditure or fee-for-service deinsurance decisions. These are potentially major and controversial uses of the criteria implicit in consensus recommendations.

Therefore, even if dissemination rarely leads to action, consensus processes should still be done carefully and with valid techniques because the use of their recommendations embedded within other activities may well lead to (forced) changes in behaviour. Thus, on ethical grounds alone, one should be as sure as possible that the behaviour changes being implied and encouraged are indeed advisable.

For these reasons the review describes the decision points in the production process for consensus recommendations as a start on the development of a set of recognized standards, and offers a critical appraisal of the various methodological choices available at each decision point. The seven decision points were: selecting a topic, picking the consensus group, providing background preparation, identifying information inputs, choosing a group judgement process, defining the criteria for recommendations, and opting for a report preparation procedure and format.

At least two important points emerged from this review. First, that in many instances the research is not yet well enough developed to give clear indications for many of the choices on what is the "best" alternative. Second, that there is often not a single and definitive best, because ultimately choices are most importantly determined by the chosen objective of the exercise. For instance, a scientific expert
panel is likely most appropriate for defining future research needs, but a non-expert panel is preferable when the aim is public participation in technology decisions. It is hoped, however, that the current popularity of consensus processes, the increasing use of their outputs, and the expanding body of research on their conduct will make more definitive conclusions about appropriate alternatives and valid methods possible in the future.
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Table 1  Studies evaluating physicians' practices for impact of or conformity with consensus recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Impact(^a)</th>
<th>Percent conformity to recommendations(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Using Actual Practice Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romm et al 1981</td>
<td>Cancer screening</td>
<td>Chart review, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietrich &amp; Goldberg 1984</td>
<td>Cancer screening</td>
<td>Chart review, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woo et al 1985</td>
<td>Periodic health exam tests</td>
<td>Chart review, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&lt;100(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPhee et al 1986</td>
<td>Cancer screening</td>
<td>Chart review, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>27(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lurie et al 1987</td>
<td>Preventive maneuvers</td>
<td>Claims data, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>47(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reichin et al 1985</td>
<td>Coronary surgery</td>
<td>Chart review, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&lt;100(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gleicher 1984</td>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>Hospital discharge data, time series</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowkes &amp; Roberts 1984</td>
<td>Chest x-rays</td>
<td>Hospital records, time series</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Everdingen et al 1988</td>
<td>Blood transfusion</td>
<td>Chart review, time series</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomas et al 1989</td>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>Hospital discharge data, time series</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford et al 1987</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>Chart review, before-after</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>Chart review, before-after</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosecoff et al 1987</td>
<td>Coronary surgery</td>
<td>Chart review, time series</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57(^f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>Chart review, time series</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>Chart review, time series</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>57(^f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Everdingen et al 1989</td>
<td>Cancer pathology</td>
<td>Chart review, before-after</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Using Physician Self Report</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battista 1983</td>
<td>Periodic health exam</td>
<td>Survey, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>61(^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler et al 1989</td>
<td>8 NIH consensus topics(^b)</td>
<td>Survey, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>51(^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelson &amp; Lomas 1990</td>
<td>Periodic health exam</td>
<td>Survey, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&lt;100(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPhee et al 1986</td>
<td>Cancer screening</td>
<td>Survey, x-sectional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>63(^i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casparie et al 1987</td>
<td>Bed sores</td>
<td>Survey, x-sectional</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomas et al 1989</td>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>Survey, before-after</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill et al 1988</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Survey, before-after</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73(^j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson 1988</td>
<td>4 Swedish topics(^m)</td>
<td>Survey, x-sectional</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61 - 83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) 0 = no impact, (+) = minor impact, + = major impact, N/A = not applicable.
\(^b\) Percent may represent physicians or cases; N/A = not applicable.
\(^c\) Results not reported in a way amenable to calculating mean percent conformity.
\(^d\) Mean across 5 screening tests (2 excluded because their expected compliance would be <100); range 13 - 39 for actual practice and 56 - 81 for self report.
\(^e\) Mean across 9 maneuvers (2 excluded because their expected compliance would be <100); range 1 - 93.
\(^f\) Median value across all 11 consensus recommendations for post recommendation period; range 16 - 97.
\(^g\) Mean across 8 screening tests; range 8 - 99.
\(^h\) The 8 topics were: coronary surgery, thrombolysis, estrogen use in postmenopausal women, pap smear, breast cancer (2), cesarean section, antenatal diagnosis.
\(^i\) Median value across all 49 consensus recommendations; range 7.4 - 98.8.
\(^j\) Mean value across 10 recommendations; range 31 - 96.
\(^k\) The four topics were: hip joint replacement, myocardial infarction, depressive disorders, sight improving surgery.
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